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Click the correct rhyming word.

soft can lift

nextback

gift
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Have another try!

back
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Well done, fantastic rhyming!

next
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Click the correct rhyming word.

deer could stream

nextback

wood
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Have another try!

back
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Well done, fantastic rhyming!

next
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Click the correct rhyming word.

grew soon ca r

nextback

threw
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Have another try!

back
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Well done, fantastic rhyming!

next
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Click the correct rhyming word.

flower room from

nextback

bloom
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Have another try!

back
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Well done, fantastic rhyming!

next
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Now it’s your turn to become poets!
Can you help fill in the missing rhyming words from 

‘The Messy Magpie’? 

Then one day, as Morris was sat on his tree, 
Admiring the beauty of all he could , 

He noticed that things were now changing below 
That the plants were all dying and struggling to            .

Click the picture to show answers.

see

grow
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Can you help fill in the missing rhyming words?

Can you help fill in the missing rhyming words from 
‘The Messy Magpie’? 

He noticed a truck driving past on the road, 
Which was filled with a very familiar . 

He followed the truck to see where it would go.
What happens next? He just needed to            .

Click the picture to show answers.

load

know
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Can you help fill in the missing rhyming words?

Can you help fill in the missing rhyming words from 
‘The Messy Magpie’? 

Then Morris knew nothing would make his heart sing 

Like the colourful beauty that nature could .

He no longer needed the shiniest nest
And he knew that a green home was really the             .

Click the picture to show answers.

bring

best
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